
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 93, iss. 9, pp. 603 { 607 c 2011 May 10Hints on integrability in the Wilsonian/holographic renormalizationgroupE.T.Akhmedov�r1), I. B.Gahramanovy1), E. T.Musaev�r 1)�Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology, Dolgoprudny, Moscow reg., RussiayNational University of Science and Technology \MISIS", Moscow, RussiarInstitute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics, 117218 Moscow, RussiaSubmitted 9 March 2011The Polchinski equations for the Wilsonian renormalization group in the D{dimensional matrix scalar �eldtheory can be written at large N in a Hamiltonian form. The Hamiltonian de�nes evolution along one extraholographic dimension (energy scale) and can be found exactly for the subsector of Tr�n (for all n) opera-tors. We show that at low energies independently of the dimensionality D the Hamiltonian system in questionreduces to the integrable e�ective theory. The obtained Hamiltonian system describes large wavelength KdVtype (Burger{Hopf) equation with an external potential and is related to the e�ective theory obtained by Dasand Jevicki for the matrix quantum mechanics.Introduction. One of the greatest achievementsof the modern fundamental physics is the holographicduality between D{dimensional gauge and (D + 1){dimensional gravity theories. The seminal example ofthis duality is the equality between the quantum gen-erating functional of the correlation functions for theat space gauge theory and the classical wave functionalfor the AdS gravity theory [1]. The latter is known asAdS/CFT{correspondence.The extra dimension in the gravity theory has a nat-ural interpretation as the energy scale in the gauge the-ory [1] (see e.g. [2] for a review). Moreover, (D + 1){dimensional gravity equations of motion can be relatedto the renormalization group (RG) equations on thegauge theory side [3] (see as well [4{11]).To understand deeper such a holographic duality, wewould like to address the following more general ques-tion: what kind of the (D+1){dimensional theories gov-ern RG ows of the large N D{dimensional �eld theo-ries? In [12] matrix scalar �eld theory was considered.The Polchinski [13] equations for the Wilsonian RG forthis theory were formulated in the subsector of the Tr[�n](for all n) operators. At largeN the Polchinski equationsreduce to the Hamiltonian ones. The latter Hamiltoniansystem is rather arti�cial and contains non-local terms.However, in this note we show that in the infrared (IR)limit the RG dynamics is governed by the Hamiltonian2)[12]:1)e-mail: akhmedov@itep.ru, ilmar.gh@gmail.com,musaev@itep.ru2)Below in this paper we correct the important mistake madeby two of us in the paper [12].

H = Z +��� d� Z dDx�2J 0: (1)Here J 0 = dJ=d�, J(T; �; x) = Pk �k Jk(T; x),Jk(T; x) are sources for the operators Tr[�k(x)];�(T; �; x) =Pk ��(k+1) �k(T; x), �k(T; x) are vaguelyspeaking vacuum expectation values (VEV) of theoperators Tr[�k(x)] (see below). The sources and VEVsare conjugate to each other via the Poisson bracket:f�(T; �; x); J(T; �0; x0)g / �(� � �0) �(x � x0). Onthe D{dimensional matrix scalar �eld theory side thiscan be traced from the Legendre (functional Fourier)relation between the e�ective actions for the sources andVEVs [12]. The role of the time T for the Hamiltoniansystem in question is played by the energy scale inthe scalar �eld theory. Note that we observe here theappearance of the one extra (on top of the energy scale)dimension � conjugate to the number k enumerating theoperators Tr[�k(x)].Usually in the holographic duality the (D + 1){dimensional theory contains gravity. The Hamiltoniansystem (1) does not contain the symmetric tensor par-ticle because among the Tr�l(x) operators there is noenergy{momentum tensor of the matrix �eld theory.Hence, naively there is no gravity in the above theory.However, as we discuss at the end of the paper the Hamil-tonian system in question might be related to the e�ec-tive string �eld theory.In general, however, it is not clear for us so far underwhat circumstances and/or how the Hamiltonian equa-tions in question are converted into the Hamiltonian con-straint equations of the generally covariant theory. It isnot clear for us whether the theory which governs the�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2011 603



604 E.T.Akhmedov, I. B.Gahramanov, E.T.MusaevRG ow of �eld theory on the full OPE basis shouldalways (for all large N �eld theories) be generally co-variant or not. This remains to be a challenge for thefuture work. However, we refer to the RG in questionas holographic because, unlike the standard de�nition ofthe RG, one can �nd the theory at any energy scale (highor low one) once he speci�ed this theory at some scale.As well we believe that AdS/CFT{correspondence is ofthe same origin.The Hamiltonian ow along the original D direc-tions, denoted in (1) as x, is trivial. I.e. basically wedeal with continuous collection of non{linear mechanicsenumerated by the index x. So one can just forget thisindex and study the dynamics of the system with theHamiltonian H = R +��� d��2J 0.One of the goals of this paper is to show that theHamiltonian system in question is integrable. And toshow that it is equivalent to the e�ective �eld theoryderived by Das and Jevicki for the matrix quantum me-chanics [14] (see as well [15, 16]).Holographic formulation of the large NWilsonian RG. We consider the D{dimensionalEuclidian matrix scalar �eld theory whose action in theFourier transformed form can be written as:S[�] = �N2 �� Z Tr h�(p) (p2 +m2) K�1� (p2)�(�p)i dDp++N 1Xl=0 Z dDk1 : : : dDkl Tr h�(k1) : : : �(kl)i�� Jl(�k1 � : : :� kl): (2)Here Jl are the sources. We assume that there issome momentum cut{o� imposed, i.e. K�(p2) � 1 asp2 � �2, while K�(p2) ! 0 as p2 � �2. As well weassume that Jl(k) = 0 for all l for jkj > �, where � issome low energy scale (where we measure our physics).The Polchinski equations for the theory in questionfollow from the RG invariance of the functional integralZ [13]:�dSI [�]d� = �12 Z dDpp2 +m2�dK�(p2)d� �� �N�1 �2SI [�]��ij(�p)��ji(p) + �SI [�]��ij(p) �SI [�]��ji(�p)� ;SI = N 1Xl=0 Z dDk1 : : : dDkl Tr h�(k1) : : : �(kl)i�� Jl(�k1 � : : :� kl); (3)i.e. this equation is supposed to specify the scale �dependence of the sources Jl to ful�ll the equationdZ=d� = 0.

To proceed, we verify the following relations:Tr� �2SI��(p)��(�p)� == 1Xa=1 a�1Xs=0 Zk(a�1) (a+ 1)Tr h�(k1) : : : �(ks)i�� Tr h�(ks+1) : : : �(ka)i Ja+1(�k(a�1));Tr� �SI��(p) �SI��(�p)� = 1Xl;j=1 Zq(j�1) k(l�1) (n � l)�� Tr h�(q1) : : : �(qj�1) �(k1) : : : �(kl�1)i�� Jj(�p� q1 � : : :� qj�1) Jl(p� k1 � : : :� kl�1); (4)Here we use the same notations as in [12]: Jl(�k(l)) :=Jl(�k1�� � ��kl) and Rk(l) := R dDk1 : : : dDkl. The �rstamong these two equations is obtained after the regroup-ing summands under the sum.If one substitutes the obtained expressions for thevariations of SI into the RG equation (3), he has tomake two observations. First, the operators containingderivatives of �'s do not appear on the RHS of the RGequation. That is true simply because operators con-taining powers the momenta k and q are not generatedfrom the functional derivatives of SI from (3). Second,one encounters higher trace operators on the RHS of theRG equation (3). It seems that to close the obtainedsystem one has to add to (2) sources for higher traceoperators as well (and of cause in general one has to addoperators containing derivatives). That is the standardapproach in the Wilsonian RG: at the end one has touse Operator Product Expansion and the completenessof the basis of operators.However, in the large N limit one can take a dif-ferent way of addressing the problem [11]. In thislimit one has the factorization property, hQnOni == QnhOni + O �1=N2�, which is valid for any choiceof the bare action used for performing the quantum av-erage h: : : i. Due to the factorization property at largeN one can express any operator of the complete OPEalgebra basis as a polynomial in the single trace opera-tors. I.e. in the limit in question single trace operatorsform a basis through which any operator in the com-plete OPE algebra can be expressed algebraically. Inthis note we of cause consider only a subspace of thesingle trace operators, which contains only the opera-tors without derivatives.Thus, our idea is that the �rst step to obtain theclosed system of equations for the single trace operatorsis to take the quantum average of (3) [12]. To do that weseparate the �eld � into two contributions � = �0 +' {�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2011



Hints on integrability in the Wilsonian/holographic renormalization group 605the low energy one �0, which solves the equations of mo-tion following from (2)3), and the high energy ones ',which contain harmonics between � and �. In the quan-tum average we take the functional integral over the '.In [12] we have used the averaging with respect to theGaussian theory. However, all our formulas remain valideven if we average with the use of an interacting action.The reason for that is the validity of the factorizationproperty at large N .Thus, substituting SI to the equation (3), then takingits quantum average and using the factorization prop-erty, one obtains:1Xl=1 Zk(l) Tl(fklg) _Jl(�k(l)) == �12 Zp _K�(p2)p2 +m2 �N�1 1Xa=1 a�1Xs=0 Zk(a�1) (a+ 1)�� Ta�s�1(fka�s�1g)Ts(fksg)Ja+1(�k(a�1)) ++ 1Xl;j=1 Zq(j�1)k(l�1) (l � j)Tl+j�2(fkl�1g; fqj�1g)�� Jl(�k(l�1) � p)Jj(�q(j�1) + p)�; (5)where overdot means � d=d� and Ta(fkag) :=hTr[�(k1) : : : �(ka)]i.It is probably worth stressing now that after thequantum averaging the operators containing di�erentialsof � do appear in the RG evolution. However, they con-tribute to the RG ow of J 's under consideration withinTl = hTr�li = Tr�l0+ higher derivative (@�0) terms.Note that eq. (5) contains only J 's and T 's.The equation (5) still is not closed since the RGdynamics for the sources J depends on the VEVs T .However, one can close the system by deriving the RGequations for the VEVs T as well. To derive the abovePolchinski equation, we have used the fact that the ef-fective actionW (J) = logZ is cuto� independent. How-ever, we can make the Legendre transform fromW (J) tothe e�ective action I(T ). The latter should not dependon the cuto� as well. The Legendre transform is a func-tional Fourier transform with respect to which sourcesJ and operators T play the role of generalized coordi-nates and momenta. Hence, from the RG invariance ofI(T ) we expect to get a conjugate (via Legendre trans-form) equation describing the RG dynamics of T . Thatis explicitly checked in perturbation theory in [11].3)This �eld contains harmonics lower than the low energy scale�, because as we assume the sources Jl(p) are zero when the mod-ulus of their argument is grater than �.

Now taking equation (5) and the correspondingLegendre conjugate one for T 's, then equating to zeroeach term in front of every operator Tl in (5) and infront of every Jl in the Legendre transformed equation,we obtain the system of equations of the Hamiltonianform _Jl(�k(l)) = �H(J; T )=�Tl(fklg) and _Tl(fklg) == ��H(J; T )=�Jl(�k(l)), whereH = �12 Zp _K�(p2)p2 +m2 �� �N�1 1Xa=1 a�1Xs=0 Zk(a�1) (a+ 1)Ta�s�1(fka�s�1g)�� Ts(fksg)Ja+1(�k(a�1)) ++ 1Xl;j=1 Zq(j�1)k(l�1)(l � j)Tl+j�2(fkl�1g; fqj�1g)�� Jl(�k(l�1) � p)Jj(�q(j�1) + p)�: (6)Such an approach within perturbation theory was veri-�ed in [11]. So far we have been making identity trans-formations (up to the derivation of the equations for T ).The \Hamiltonian system" under consideration, al-though being closed, is rather arti�cial at least because itdoes not have �xed dimensionality. All the terms in (5)are relevant in the UV limit (� � �). Which is necessaryto restore the proper �{functions of the sources. How-ever, we are going to argue that in the IR limit (�� �)the second term on the RHS of (5) is irrelevant. Tosee this note that the cut{o� function K�(p2) is takento be close to the step{function �(p2 � �2). Hence, itsderivative is close to the delta{function �(p2��2). Themoduli of the arguments of Ta(fk(l�1)g; fq(j�1)g) are allsmaller than � � �, i.e. jklj < � and jqj j < � in thesecond line of (6) for all l and j. Hence, the moduli ofthe arguments of the sources Jl(k) in the second term inRHS of (6) are very close to �. But, since Jl(k) = 0,when jkj � �, the last term in (6) is negligible.A possible brief explanation of what is going on hereis as follows4). Among the operators Tr�l the relevantand marginal in the IR are those having l � [lcr], where[lcr] is the integer part of lcr = 2D=(D � 2). All therest of the operators are irrelevant in the IR limit. But,in the theory under consideration, even the relevant andmarginal operators are suppressed in the IR in compar-ison with the Gaussian part of the action: even in theUV limit we see that quantum corrections to the confor-mal dimensions of these operators deviate them towardsbeing less relevant, while marginal ones are converted4)It is probably worth stressing here that using RG propertyone can change d=d log � for d=d log �.�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2011



606 E.T.Akhmedov, I. B.Gahramanov, E.T.Musaevinto slightly irrelevant. Thus, in the IR limit we are inthe vicinity of the Gaussian theory and the RG dynamicsis governed by the Hamiltonian (6) without the secondterm5).Thus, if we neglect the second term in the IR limitthe Hamiltonian in question reduces to:H=Zq1q2 1Xl;s=0[(l+s+2)�l(q1)�s(q2)Jl+s+2(�q1 � q2)]:(7)The time in this theory is related to the scale fac-tor as follows: T = Rp K(p2=�2)p2+m2 . The canoni-cal momenta �n(p) in the momentum representationare as follows: �n(p) = 1N Rp1:::pn �(p � p1 � � � � �pn)hTr[�(p1) : : : �(pn)]i, where the average is taken overthe high{energy harmonics '.To represent the Hamiltonian (7) in theultra{local form we introduce the Fourier trans-form of the Jk and �k harmonics: J(T; �; x) == Pk �kJk(T; x); �(T; s; x) = Pk ��(k+1)�k(T; x).After such a substitution the Hamiltonian acquires thesimple form: H = Z ��� d� Z dDx�2J 0: (8)The dynamics of this Hamiltonian system along the Ddirections (denoted by x) is trivial and we can skip thex dependence of J and �. Then the corresponding equa-tions of motion are: _J = 2�J 0; _� = 2��0. The equa-tions of motion for the �eld J(t; �) only have the form:�@t _JJ 0!+ 12@�  _J2J 02! = 0: (9)This equation (for P = _J=J 0) is referred to as the in-viscid Burger's or Hopf equation and is know to be in-tegrable.RG, matrix models, e�ective theory andstrings. In the IR limit (when we can neglect the sec-ond term in (6)) in the coordinate representation thePolchinski equation (5) can be written asZ dDxXk �k(x) _Jk(x) == � Z dDxXk;l (k + l + 2)�k(x)�l(x)Jk+l+2(x); (10)5)The observations of the last two paragraphs correct the mis-take which was made by two of us in the earlier paper [12], wherewe have represented the second term of the above \Hamiltoniansystem" in the ultra{local form.

where overdot means the di�erentiation with respect tothe above de�ned \time" T .To establish a correspondence of the holographic RGequations and e�ective �eld theory of Das and Jevickiwe rede�ne the sources and the conjugated momenta inPolchinski equation according to their natural conformaldimensions: Jk(x) = ��kgk;�k(x) = ���kpk, where� = (2�D)=2. Then the above Hamiltonian transformsto:H = 24Xk;l (k + l + 2) pk pl gk+l+2 +Xk kpk gk35 : (11)Here we have a di�erent de�nition of time t == �D�22 log�. The case of D = 2 is special: one shouldtake � = �1=2 and �k(x) = ��k=2+1 pk(x). The timethen becomes tD=2 = �1=2 log� and the Hamiltonianis the same.Making the Fourier transform as above and introduc-ing the new variable s = ei� , we obtain:H = Z ds �p2 g0 + s p g0� : (12)The equation of motion for the �eld g(t; s) is as follows:�s� @t� _gg0�+ 12@s� _g2g02� = 0: (13)With the obvious change of variables P = _g=g0 this equa-tion can be rewritten in a rather simple way:_P = P @s P � s: (14)Such an equation follows from the Hamiltonian system,which in the standard notations looks asH = 14� Z ds �13 P 3+ � �s2 � �� P+��� fP+(s); P+(s0)g / @s �(s� s0); (15)and is considered in [15, 16]. It describes the e�ective�eld theory for the matrix quantum mechanics. As wellthis Hamiltonian describes large wavelength KdV type(Burger{Hopf) equation with an external (�s2) poten-tial. It is known to be integrable. The relation of thematrix �eld theory to the string theory in a bit di�erentsetting was discussed as well in [17].Conclusion. We see that the same e�ective Das{Jevicki �eld theory appears in the same matrix quantummechanics (�eld theory in general) in two seemingly dif-ferent approaches. The present form of the Das{Jevickitheory follows from the Gaussian matrix quantum me-chanics (�eld theory in general), while in our case we�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2011



Hints on integrability in the Wilsonian/holographic renormalization group 607obtain it as the IR limit of the RG dynamics, wherethe matrix �eld theory under consideration ows to theGaussian form. Furthermore, the two ways of the deriva-tion of this e�ective �eld theory should be related. We aswell as Das and Jevicki, in fact, derive the same e�ective�eld theory on the same phase space | VEVs of the op-erators and their sources in the matrix �eld theory. Notethat the extra coordinate s in the Hamiltonian has thesame origin as in the paper [14]: there they have been us-ing a bit di�erent basis of operators Tr[ei k �] from ours,which probably explains the reason why we did not getthe Das{Jevicki Hamiltonian directly. The time in theDas{Jevicki theory appears to be one of the x's of thematrix �eld theory under consideration. However, in thestring �eld theory interpretation of the Das{Jevicki ef-fective theory the time is related to the Liouville modewhich de�nes the scale on the string world{sheet, whilein our case it is just the energy scale.One of the interesting questions is to understand themeaning of the solutions of the full Hamiltonian systemin question from the point of view of the RG. Note thatWilsonian RG requires to de�ne the value of the �eldg (sources) at the initial value of \time" �, while thevalue of the the momentum p should be �xed at the �nal\time" �. Note that we observe seemingly unexpectedkind of RG dynamics because in the IR limit the RG owgoes in cycles described by the angle{action variables ofthe integrable system in question. The RG dynamics ofsuch a type was predicted in [18].We would like to thank A.Gerasimov, S.Apenko,A. Zabrodin, A. Rosly, A. Zotov, S.Kharchev, A.Moro-zov, A.Marshakov and A.Mironov for valuable discus-sions. E.T.M. would like to specially thank M.Olsha-netsky for sharing his ideas and for his interest to ourwork. The work of E.T.A. was done under the partial�nancial support by grants for the Leading Scienti�cSchools NSh-6260.2010.2 and RFBR #08-02-00661-a.The work of E.T.A. and E.T.M. was supported by Min-istry of Education and Science of the Russian Federationunder contract #02.740.11.0608.1. J.M. Maldacena, Adv. Theor. Math. Phys. 2, 231(1998) [Int. J. Theor. Phys. 38, 1113 (1999)] [arXiv:hep-th/9711200]; S. S. Gubser, I.R. Klebanov, and
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